and also it may not be closed. This certainly causes some complications. On the other hand, the reductivity does impose quite strong structural conditions on the groups. In this note, we shall first study the structure of reductive groups. Then, we shall investigate the identity component of the group of automorphisms. It turns out that when G is a compactly generated Lie group A0(G) = 7(G0). However, for general reductive groups, we do not have such strong results. We show that I(G0) is dense in A0(G). We shall give an example which shows that in general A0(G) is larger than I(G0).
The study of A0(G) is not new ( [7] ). In [7] , it was stated that A0(G) = I(G0). However, the discussion relies on a false statement from [2] . Also some preliminary discussion and results are false. Our approach here is somewhat different from [7] .
Reductive Lie groups
Let G be a reductive Lie group. By definition, every continuous finitedim G-module is semi-simple. This condition is equivalent to the condition 77 (G, V) = 0 for every finite-dim continuous G-module V . (For a proof of this fact, see Mostow [10, 2.1.2] .) When G is also compactly generated, by a result of Garland and Goto [11, Proposition 4], A0(G) = I(GQ). So, we have the following statement.
(1.1) Proposition. Let G be a compactly generated reductive Lie group. Then A0(G) = 7(G0).
( 1.2) Proposition. Let G be a reductive Lie group. Let G0 be the identity component. Then the radical R of G is an abelian group and the Levi factor S of G0 is a normal subgroup. Proof. Considering the adjoint representation of G on the Lie algebra L(G), the results follow immediately from the reductivity of G. (1.3) Remark. We do not assume that G has a faithful finite-dim linear representation, so S may not be closed in G ; also it may have a non-finite center (see examples in section 3).
Locally compact reductive groups
In this section, G denotes a locally compact Hausdorff reductive group with compact component group, i.e., G/GQ is compact. G is a C-group ( [5] ). It has a maximal compact normal subgroup K. Let G, = KGQ . Then G, is an open normal (characteristic) subgroup of G. Because G/Gx is finite, G, is reductive. Let ZG (K) be the centralizer of K in G, . Then Gx = KZG (K) ( [5] ). Let F be the identity component of ZQ (K). Gx/K = KG0/K is connected so KZG (K)/K is connected. Since ZG (K)/K n ZG (K) is isomorphic with KZG (K)/K, it is also connected. K n ZG (K) is compact. Hence (K n ZG (K))F is a closed subgroup of ZG (K). But ZG (K)/F is totally disconnected. This shows that (K n ZG (K))F = ZG (K). Therefore,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2.1 ) Proposition. F is a reductive group. Let R be the radical of F. Then we have the following conditions:
( 1 ) R is central in Gx.
(2) There is a subgroup S which is a continuous isomorphic image of an analytic semi-simple group S* such that F = RS and S* has no non-trivial compact factor.
(3) F ¡S k R/R n S is compact.
All the subgroups mentioned above are characteristic subgroups of G. Finally, if G has all the above properties, then G is reductive.
Proof. G can be approximated by reductive Lie groups. By Proposition 1.2, the radical R(G) of G is an abelian group. R(G) c G0, and is central in G0 .
Let E = F f)K. £ isa compact central subgroup of K and F, so it is central in Gx = KF. Now, F/FnK is reductive, and FnK -E is reductive. By a theorem attributed to Chevally ([8, Theorem 3.2]), F is reductive. F is a connected locally compact group. Locally, we have the neighborhood E x L, where L is a local Lie group. L generates an analytic subgroup L, i.e., L = U^lt L" . Let S be a semi-simple factor. Because F does not contain any compact semi-simple subgroup, S is a semi-simple subgroup without compact factor. The radical R of F, as noted above, is central in F. This implies 5 is characteristic in F, a fortiori, in G. The radical R of F is abelian, R = V x Q, V a vector group and Q a compact connected abelian group, Q C E, E/Q is a compact totally disconnected subgroup. There exists a compact totally disconnected subgroup M such that E = QM ( [6] ). So F = EVS = MQVS = MRS. Because we do not assume that G has a faithful linear representation, S may not have finite center; also it may not be closed in G. Observe that F/S = MRS/S is connected, so MR/M R n S is connected. Then M/M n (M RnS) is connected. But M is totally disconnected. From this, we know M nS = M, M cS. Therefore F = RS = VQS. Because F is reductive, the homomorphic image of F must be also reductive. F/S = R/R n S is reductive. We conclude that RnS must be a uniform subgroup of R. R is central in F, F centralizes K. Hence R is central in Gx . The converse of the theorem is clear. We skip the proof.
(2.2) Lemma. A0(S) = I(S).
Proof. S is a characteristic subgroup of S, so for every a in A(S), a(S) = S. The differential da of a induces an automorphism of the Lie algebra L(S). Because A0(S) is connected, the image of AQ(S) in the automorphism group of the semi-simple Lie algebra L(S) is contained in the group of inner automorphisms. On the other hand, the adjoint representation of S on L(S) is onto the group of inner automorphisms of L(S). Therefore, for each a e AQ(S), there exists an 5 in 5 such that da -dls, dl~l o a is the identity on L(S). Thus 7-1 oo is the identity on S/Z(S). But Z(S) is discrete; and S is connected. This implies Is o a is trivial on S, i.e., Is = a on S. Hence a = Is on its closure S, and A0(S) = I(S).
(2.3) Lemma. AQ(F) = IF(F).
Proof. As noted above, F = VQS = VES. The choice of V is not unique. We choose one for the rest of the proof. Let Px be any compact normal subgroup of F such that F/Pk is a Lie group. Pk c E. E is a characteristic subgroup. It is invariant under A0(F). The restriction of A0(F) on E is a connected subgroup of A0(E). But E is abelian and compact. A0(E) -I(E0) is trivial. Therefore, A0(E) acts trivially on Pk also. Because F/Pk is reductive A0(F¡Px) = I(F/Pk). Hence for each a e A0(F), the induced automorphisms by a on F/Pk is inner. But VPk/Pk is central in F/Pk. Hence the induced automorphism is trivial on VPJPk . This in turn means a(x) = xyk for each x e V and some yk in Pk. Now, let Pk approach the identity. We have a(x) = limxvA = x. Hence x is pointwise fixed for each a e AQ(F). Now, S is invariant under A0(F). By Lemma 2.2, for each a e A0(F), there exists s e S such that a[S = IS\S. Because VE is central in F, a fortiori, a-Is on F. The proof is now complete. Proof. K is characteristic, so it is invariant under A0(GX). Because K is compact, given any a e A0(GX), there exists k e KQ c G0 such that a\K = Ik\K. By Lemma 2.3, a\F = Ir\F for some r e S. Recall that F centralizes K. From this, we have that a = IkIr = I Ik = 7. , with rk e G0. So A0(GX) = IG¡(G0).
(2.5) Proposition. Let G be a locally compact reductive group such that G/G0 is compact. Then I(G0) is dense in AQ(G).
Proof. Let K be the maximal compact normal subgroup of G. For any compact normal subgroup P of G such that G/P is a Lie group, P c K. AJG) leaves K invariant. Furthermore, the restriction of A0(G) to K is inner. Hence AQ(G) leaves P invariant. Therefore, for each ae A0(GX), a induces an automorphism on G/P. Because G/P is reductive and compactly generated, by Proposition 1.1, the induced automorphism is inner. This implies for each a e A0(GX), there exists an element g e G0 such that a(xP) = Ig(xP), or 7~ o a(xP) = xP. Now, the typical neighborhood for the identity map of A(G) is of the form [y,K], where y is a compact subset of G, V a neighborhood of the identity e of G, and [Y, V] = {a e A(G), a(g)g~l e V , a~ (s)S~ S V for all g e Y} . Now, given any V, neighborhood of e, choose any P such that P c V, and G/P is Lie. Then, from the above discussion, given any a in AQ(G), there exists g e G0, /"' oa e [Y, V]. Hence I(G0) is dense in A0(G).
Examples
In this section, we shall give several simple examples to illustrate the contents of previous sections.
(3.1) Non-closed analytic semi-simple subgroups. Let S* be any analytic semisingle group with infinite center, say Z(S*) is isomorphic with integer group Z. Let A be any compact monothetic group with generator U. Let G* = A x S*. Let D = {(U" ,n) :n is any integer}. Then D is a closed central subgroup of G*. Let G be the quotient group G* /D and n be the canonical homomorphism from G* onto G. Then Vl(S* ) is an analytic subgroup of G, whose closure is G.
If we had chosen A to be a Lie group, then G is also a Lie group. This is so because D is discrete, and G* is a covering group of G.
We remark that when A is a Lie group, G = n(y40)n(5'*). On the other hand, when A is not a Lie group and A is not connected, then G = n(y4)n(5*) D n(^0)n(S*). The last containment is proper. and it has index two in G. The coset other than Gx in G/Gx is the one containing Yl(p*), where n is the canonical homomorphism G* ^ G. It is not difficult to see that A0(GX) = I(GX). Now, to see that /(G0) is a proper subgroup of A0(G), consider the inner automorphism I(e,m,n,id) induced by the element (e, m, n, id) which is from the center of n(5*). Then I(e,m,n, id)(I\(p*)) = Yl(e, m -n, n -m,p*), (m, n) e Z & Z. When m, n tend to oo, we can choose various subsequences so that it converges to various points U(a,e,e,p*), a e A . For any a e A , define <t>a'-G -* G by 0JG, = identity map, cpa(Y\(p*)) = Il(a)(Yl(p*) = U(ap*). Then <pa e I(G0)~ . However not every <f>a is induced by an inner automorphism. In fact, in order for
